
Oh, and one more thing – it was a weekend. 

Our recruiters hit the ground running to meet this client's needs and help

their warehouse begin operations as smoothly as possible, and as soon as

possible.

By Monday morning, our business rep was sitting in a meeting with 

executives from the company's corporate office in Michigan. They were so 

impressed with what a partnership with KP Staffing would look like, a deal 

was signed the very next day. 

Competed with 7 other agencies, both local and national, to be an initial

staffing partner

Extremely tight timeline from signed contract to associates on the floor

Client's exec and HR team had little experience in Texas

Needed dozens of associates as soon as possible

When this company began taking the steps to open the DFW facility, finding 

a staffing partner was an urgent priority. They began looking at staffing 

agencies online and going through Google reviews. That's when they found 

KP Staffing. 

This client is a major manufacturing company that specializes in 

manufacturing automotive parts, with locations in 6 states. In 2021, they

began working on opening a brand new warehouse facility north of Fort 

Worth that would open in 2022. Their headquarters and primary team were in 

Michigan, so when they came to DFW, they were starting from scratch.

Because of KP's high ratings, the company took a look at our website and

liked what they found. They immediately gave us, along with other agencies, a

call. KP Staffing was the only one to pick up.
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"We don't work for you – we work with you."
- Erika Gonzales-Gomez, KP Business Development Manager

KP was selected as one of their initial staffing partners, and the
client was able to cut 2 agencies after a short amount of time

KP became their primary partner for all their staffing needs

50+ associates were on the client’s floor 2 weeks after signing 

The orientation procedures and safety coordination that KP helped
implement are still used today

From the moment this partnership was official, KP showed up to meet this 

client's needs – and never stopped. From consistent check-ins with the

client's HR team to being on-site for orientation, we made sure that KP had a 

consistent presence. This allowed us to gain trust with the client. It also 

allowed us to better understand their business and, in turn, better recruit for 

their jobs. By setting up standards for recruiting for this client, we also 

ensured that no matter what branch the associates were coming from, they 

all met the same expectations.

As soon as KP Staffing was brought on, our team worked tirelessly not only to 

fill the jobs this client needed but to support every aspect of the process. This 

client needed to know how to set up an orientation for a large group of 

people; we assisted them. They needed advisement on the coordination of 

safety procedures; we did that, too. One of our team members even worked 

from the client's site for the first few weeks to make sure that any time they 

needed anything, KP was there.

This client said that if there was one thing that set KP apart from the other 

agencies they were working with, it was our open line of communication. 

With KP, every client knows they will always be able to get in contact with 

someone. Whether it was their assigned business rep, their main recruiter, or 

a branch manager, this company always had someone from KP Staffing 

checking in to make sure their needs were being met, no matter what. 


